
Report of visit to Lakeside EfT Plant – February 2011 
 
Those present: 
Siobhan Bruce        -   Covanta Communications Manager 
Simon                     -   Covanta representative 
 
Richard Francis      -   Community Liaison Panel member and local resident 
Robina Chatham    -   Community Liaison Panel member and local resident 
Barry Halton           -   Campaign for the Protection of Rural England (CPRE) 
Heather Metherall  -   Member of MMAG and local resident 
 
We were met at the Lakeside’s Visitors Centre by Michelle and served Coffee, Tea 
and Biscuits.  This an impressive site, with a lake (from the clay pits) and landscaped 
quite well.   However the sheer size of the Incineration plant is incredible and I found 
it quite frightening.  You can easily see it from afar, even with all the other 
commercial buildings around it, including the new Heathrow Terminal 5. we signed 
the Health and Safety forms and were then given a slide presentation by the 
Commercial Manager from Grunden. This was interesting as this facility was built by 
joint partners, Grunden and Viridor.  The working innards and computerised systems 
were made by Takuma (Japan) and Fortum are responsible for the Operation and 
Maintenance.  Lakeside is the owner of the site and employs Ficktner as their 
engineers.     
 
We then learned about the actual method of treatment of the waste from start to 
finish.  Also the recovery of energy is taken from the non-hazardous residual only. 
They convert 410,000 tonnes residual waste into 39Mgwts of which 4Mgwts are 
reused to power the Plant, the remainder going to the National Grid.  This facility is 
CHP ready (Combined Health and Power) and will commence this benefit to the 
locality in 4 years time, when current contracts run out. 
 
This facility only handles non-hazardous waste either directly from the local councils 
and companies such as Heathrow, Tesco etc via the dustcarts with whom they have 
contracts, or lorries ferrying it in for other areas.  The black bags are randomly 
checked for any hazardous waste, before being allowed to be tipped into the holding 
pit.  The remainder of the processes are automated and controlled by 
computerisation from incineration to the removal of gases and dealing with the non-
ferrous metals that do not burn to bottom ash (recycled into aggregates) and fly ash 
which is treated by activated carbon to reduce dioxins, PCBs and PAHs. Final stage 
is then filtered into special bags and then shipped in sealed containers to approved 
hazardous waste landfill sites.  

All emissions are controlled and monitored by a sophisticated system of computer 
sensors and readings which are displayed in the Control Room at all times.  They are 
checked and sensors are re-calibrated for accuracy daily and have to comply with 
WIDs (Waste Incineration Directives).  If breeched they have 4 hours to reduce it or 
the plant is closed down immediately.  The Environmental Agency can and does 
monitor these emissions by connecting to the system at any time to see the current 
and historic readings. 
 
We then donned hard hats, yellow jackets and steel capped lace-up shoes and 
goggles, very fetching!  
 



We were taken into the plant itself and shown every process including into the 
impressive Control Room and allowed to watch and question any of the five staff as 
to what they were looking at on the bank of computers and how they operate.  We 
were impressed by the senior engineer who works for Takuma and helped set up the 
computer system from the outset.  He was extremely knowledgeable and obviously 
had passion and enthusiasm for his work.  I asked about the reliability of computers, 
bearing in mind they crash for no good reason!  We were assured there are 4 levels 
of back up computers and obviously they use their own electricity power. 
 
However, although the top levels of the building were very quiet and clean, as we 
progressed downwards and close to the incineration process (900°C) and the steam 
extraction it was extremely noisy, so much so it was impossible to hear our guide 
even close up. 
 
On the ground floor I noticed a lot of dust/ash in the air, so much so I had to cover 
my mouth with my scarf.  I also noticed none of the few staff I saw were wearing 
masks. 
 
There was an unpleasant smell on the ground floor and we also noticed it could be 
smelled outside. 
 
However the surrounds of the building were very clean and the automation continued 
to the weighbridge, which was unmanned.  Drivers input their customer pin numbers 
to the screen, which then allows the lorry to be weighed and raises the barrier.  This 
is monitored from the Control Centre. 
 
I questioned Simon afterwards to ascertain if the Covanta Plant would be run on the 
same lines.  He assured me that these procedures are now a standard in all new 
builds of this type of plant. 
 
My own observations 
 

 Although I was pleasantly impressed with the efficiency of this plant it has not 
changed my thoughts on the negatives 

 Too big and intrusive 
 Will be noisy 
 No one has yet been able to answer the question on the accumulative effect 

of the emissions, small amounts though they may be.  Dangerous they 
certainly are 

 Emissions, noise and congestion caused by the lorries 
 The bad effect on wild life 
 Effect on the air quality of the Marston Vale  

 
So all in all it is still the wrong thing in the wrong place. 
 
Another MMAG supporter (Mike) had visited the site previously and made these 
comments to MMAG: 
 
I vistited the site in August 2010 and was very impressed and the four main points in 
my humble opinion were: 
 
 



1. The Size, indeed you are correct the plant is TWO THIRDS* the size of 
Coventa proposal 

2. the location, it is no where near any residential area, it’s a very industrial area 
and it was said to have painted on top of the main building IF YOU CAN 
READ THIS YOU ARE FLYING TO LOW as it is virtually at the end of a run 
way from Heathrow 

3. their is a disused rail site  with existing infrastructure next to the plant which 
isn't used as it is economically unviable and is not viable to reinstate, which is 
proof  that any talk of putting rail in to Rookery Pit is just that, "talk" 

4. lorries do not need to go through residential areas to get to it  
 
*From their website, Our new £180 million Energy from Waste plant at Colnbrook is 
presently undergoing commissioning. When fully operational it will process in excess 
of 410,000 tonnes of residual waste from businesses and local authorities.  
 
I believe that the lake side RFF is a very good example of what a RFF should be if 
such waste management is in fact required at all. It proves how inappropriate siting a 
much bigger one in Marston Vale is. The Heathrow site is well screened and well 
thought out and most importantly well located away from residential areas. 
 
 


